Contemporary classic with an elegant mix of materials

This kitchen plan is compelling thanks to its pure elegance and high quality.

The fine fragrance of roasted flavours, the taste of a perfect „Caffè Italiano“: the colour of this kitchen is reminiscent of the sensuous art of coffee. The dark characterful chestnut wood, shimmering virtually in bronze on the surface, gets together with super-matt surfaces to create a sensuous look. Thanks to the minimalist design and clean lines of this plan, you get an elegant, even glamorous effect which makes a strong statement in every living area: this kitchen brings emotion, individuality and a touch of contemporary expanse into the building.

Calm elegance thanks to closeness

This homely kitchen concept presents a clear separation of the functional and working areas defined by the materials. All surfaces are clad, resulting in an aesthetically compelling formal closeness; thus creating the calm, elegant overall appearance of this kitchen. The majority of the storage cupboards – these surround the working area – feature homely, warm chestnut wood. Its large-scale veneer with visible surface structure almost seems bronze after its thermal handling, giving the kitchen a special quality and lightness.
In contrast, the working area features anti-fingerprint finish in a matt carbon grey. The griprail profiles and metal legs in matt black create highlights by giving the material mix a visual framework and making an exciting statement.

**FIOS – using niches and showcasing favourites**

The open shelving system FIOS, fixed to the wall, breaks up the clarity of the kitchen plan and underlines the homely character of the entire room plan. With its dark, powder-coated steel bracket framework and the chestnut shelves it harmoniously fits into the kitchen scenario and lends it a personal air thanks to individual design possibilities.

Thank you in advance for sending us a courtesy copy on publication.